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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Pursuant to Section 200.800 of the Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 

280.800) of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”), The Peoples Gas Light and 

Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”) and North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore”) respectfully 

submit their Initial Brief in this proceeding.  The brief follows the instructions set forth in the 

Administrative Law Judge’s Rulings of June 14 and 15, 2011.  Attachment A to this brief sets 

forth Peoples Gas and North Shore’s recommended modifications to the Commission Staff’s 

Proposed Rules in this proceeding, Attachment A to Staff Exhibit 3.0.  Attachment B to this brief 

identifies those sections of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules which are uncontested, those 

sections upon which Peoples Gas and North Shore commented, as well as those sections upon 

which Peoples Gas and North Shore have no comment. 

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore commend the Commission Staff for its long-standing 

efforts to craft a rule that is fair, reasonable, and balanced.  This proceeding began in 2006 as a 

result of the following dockets concerning petitions for rulemaking to amend Part 280:  Dockets 
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05-0237, 06-0112, 06-0202, and 06-0379.  Since then,  Commission Staff has led the way, first 

by conducting numerous  workshops which helped narrow differences and refine the rules into 

what is generally a well-balanced approach to the rights and responsibilities of utilities and all of 

their customers, including residential customers (with certain rules tailored to meet the needs of 

low income customers) and small business customers.  It is because of this balanced approach 

reflected in the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules that Peoples Gas and North Shore support, 

with limited exceptions, those proposed rules.  The modifications sought by Peoples Gas and 

North Shore are discussed in this Initial Brief and set forth in Attachment A hereto.  Attachment 

B hereto identifies those sections of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules which are 

uncontested, the sections upon which Peoples Gas and North Shore have comments, as well as 

those sections upon which Peoples Gas and North Shore have no comment.  Note that the fact 

that Peoples Gas and North Shore have no comments on a particular section does not mean that 

that section may not have some adverse consequences for them.  Rather, in the spirit of balance 

and cooperation, Peoples Gas and North Shore support those sections as representing the 

Commission Staff’s best efforts to achieve a fair and balanced result.   

 Other parties, notably AARP and the Governmental and Consumer Intervenors (“GCI”), 

have proposed wholesale and massive changes to the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, 

changes which effectively, if adopted, would destroy the balance achieved by the Commission 

Staff.  Those proposals, largely based on personal opinion without facts or law and relying 

heavily on rules from other jurisdictions, without any critical analysis of such rules and how they 

are applicable to Illinois or even how effective they have been in their own jurisdictions, should 

be rejected in order to maintain balanced rules. 
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 While the main text of this Initial Brief follows the order of the Proposed Rules, as 

directed by the Administrative Law Judge, this Executive Summary is organized in order of 

importance to Peoples Gas and North Shore, first addressing the proposed sections for which 

Peoples Gas and North Shore are recommending changes to the Commission Staff’s Proposed 

Rules, then addressing those sections for which Peoples Gas and North Shore strenuously object 

to recommended changes proposed by other parties.  Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s 

recommendations are supported by the Direct Testimony of Vincent Gaeto (PGL/NSG Ex.VG-

1.0), which was subsequently adopted by James G. Robinson, Jr.; the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. 

Robinson (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0); and the Surrebuttal Testimony of Mr. Robinson (PGL/NSG 

Ex. JR-3.0). 

A. CHANGES RECOMMENDED BY PEOPLES GAS AND NORTH SHORE 

First, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Section 280.30, Application, be 

modified to allow utilities the right to decide one form of ID and require that it be a state or 

federal issued picture ID.  Utilities have an obligation to know who their customers are and 

giving customers exclusive control to choose whatever two forms of identification they want to 

present does not satisfy this obligation.  The utilities in this proceeding unanimously support this 

modification.  With this modification Subsection 280.30 (d) (1) would read:   

“Positive identification (ID) of applicants may be required by up to two forms of ID, one of 

which must be a federal or state issued photo ID, and one of the following to be chosen by the 

applicant including but not limited to any of the following:” With that modification, the first 

sentence of Proposed Subsection 280.30 (d) (2) needs to be modified by replacing “forms” with 

“remaining form” in the first sentence:  “The applicant shall have the opportunity to choose 

which forms remaining form of identification to provide from the available list.”  

 

Second, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend two modifications to Proposed Section 

280.110, Refunds and Credits.  Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d) should be revised to provide 

that utilities are only required to pay interest when an overpayment is the result of utility error.  
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To accomplish this, the heading of Subsection 280.110 (d) would be revised to read “Interest on 

refunds and credits due to utility error”.  The first sentence would be revised to read:  “All 

refunds and credits due to utility error shall be accompanied with interest calculated at the rates 

set by the Commission for customer deposits.”  The first sentence of Proposed Subsection 

280.110 (c) (2) should also be revised to replace the requirement that a utility refund, as oppose 

to credit, an overpayment so long as the overpayment exceeds 25% of the customer’s average 

monthly bill with a requirement that such a refund occur only when the overpayment credit 

amount exceeds 25 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill:  “If the customer requests that 

the money overpaid be refunded to him/her, then the utility shall be obligated to do so as long as 

the overpayment credit amount exceeds 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill.” 

Third, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend one change to Proposed Section 

280.120, Deferred Payment Arrangements, revising it to allow customers to be eligible for a 

deferred payment arrangement only up to the day of scheduled utility disconnection.  This 

revision is necessary in order to clarify any timing confusion that might arise between field 

scheduling and actual order updating. With this revision, Proposed Subsection 280.120 (b) (1) 

(B) would read:  “A customer who is eligible for a DPA under this subsection shall remain fully 

eligible until the day of scheduled utility disconnection utility service is disconnected.” 

 Fourth, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Section 280.40 (e) (1) (A) be 

revised to allow a utility to impose a deposit on a customer in an additional instance—when that 

customer has paid less than the billed amount three times in a 12-month period.  With this 

modification, Section 280.40 (e) (1) would read:  “The customer has paid late four times or paid 

less than the billed amount three times in the past 12 months.”  
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Fifth, Peoples Gas and North Shore object to the requirement, contained in Proposed 

Section 280.220, Utility Complaint Process, that utilities assign a complaint number to all 

complaints, a requirement that the Commission Staff added in response to a proposal from GCI.  

This proposal was one of many examples of micromanagement proposed by GCI and it should 

not have been accepted by the Commission Staff. Section 280.220 (j) should be revised as 

follows:  “All customer complaints must be assigned a complaint number which is retained by 

the utility for a period of two years.” 

B. PROPOSED CHANGES THAT MUST BE REJECTED 

 First, the Commission Staff properly added a new section, Proposed Section 280.140, 

Disconnection for Lack of Access, to address difficulties presented by multi-customer buildings 

where the utility is unable to gain access for certain specified and limited reasons, including to 

disconnect a customer who is not paying.  The City of Chicago’s proposal to delete the section is 

without merit and should be rejected.  Proposed Section 280.140 contains appropriate safeguards 

to protect customers and is absolutely necessary to address the serious problems caused by 

customers who deny access to the utility in order to avoid disconnection of service. 

Second, Proposed Section 280.40, Deposits, of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

retains the provision that allows utilities to impose deposits based on credit scoring.  AARP’s 

and GCI’s recommendation to eliminate utilities’ ability to use credit scoring to impose deposits 

should be rejected.  The continued use of credit scoring benefits both the utilities and their 

customers by allowing utilities to collect and apply deposits to amounts which would otherwise 

become uncollectible and have to be recovered from other customers. 

Third, Proposed Section 280.40 of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules eliminates the 

current Part 280’s exemption of persons who have been customers for at least two years from the 

imposition of deposits.  The Commission Staff found that exemption inappropriate in that it fails 
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to properly consider changes in risk.  GCI’s proposal to restore that exemption is without merit 

and should not be accepted. 

Fourth, the proposed recommendations of AARP and GCI to seriously reduce the 

timeline for activation of service and reconnection of service, respectively found in Proposed 

Sections 280.30, Application, and 280.170, Timely Reconnection of Service, should be rejected.  

In particular, the seven day time limit for gas utilities will be difficult to meet at certain times of 

the year.  Their proposed reduced two-day requirement is completely unrealistic and unworkable.  

Similarly, GCI’s recommendation to remove the temporary exception to the Commission Staff’s 

timelines for activation and reconnection when a utility can demonstrate unforeseen 

circumstances to the Commission’s Consumer Services Division is inappropriate and should be 

rejected. 

Fifth, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.60, Payment, does not include a 

prohibition against charging customers additional fees associated with certain payment methods 

chosen by the customer for the customer’s own convenience, such as payment by credit card or 

debit card.  Both AARP and GCI argued that such a prohibition should be added to the Proposed 

Rules.  The Commission Staff rejected their arguments, seeing this situation as a case of letting 

the cost-causer cover the expense, rather than having the utility and its other customers absorb 

such costs.  Peoples Gas and North Shore agree that AARP’s and GCI’s proposals are unfair in 

that they would require all customers to pay for a convenience that only some customers choose 

to utilize.  

Sixth, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.90, Estimated Bills, provides a fair 

balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their customers.  GCI’s proposal, made as 

part of its surrebuttal testimony, to eliminate virtually all of the Commission Staff’s Proposed 
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Section 280.90, based upon the information and testimony presented by the Illinois parties, and 

replace it with a Missouri rule, without any supporting analysis, is without merit and should be 

rejected. 

Seventh, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.120, Deferred Payment 

Arrangements, provides fair balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their 

customers.  AARP’s and GCI’s proposals to require utilities to adopt individualized deferred 

payment arrangements are unrealistic and were properly rejected by the Commission Staff. The 

Staff’s rejection of those proposals should be confirmed by the Commission. 

Eighth, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130, Disconnection of Service, 

provides a fair balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their customers.  The 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130 provides more than adequate notices and 

warnings to customers who are subject to disconnection of service. AARP’s and GCI’s proposals 

to modify Staff’s proposal, particularly their support for a “knock at the door requirement” that 

the Commission Staff found to be outdated, impractical, and unsafe for the utility worker should 

be rejected. 

Ninth, the Commission should reject GCI’s proposal to modify Section 280.110, Refunds 

and Credits, to require a utility to issue a refund based on the records of whichever party has the 

oldest billing records.  GCI’s proposal is based on confusion regarding two separate issues: the 

amount of time for which a utility can bill for unbilled service and the amount of time for which 

utilities can collect a past due bill.  The two-year limitation on refunds for residential customers 

set forth in the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.110 is fair and should not be modified. 

Tenth, GCI recommended that Proposed Section 280.220, Utility Complaint Process, be 

revised to require utilities to respond to complaints in 7 days rather than 14 days, as provided in 
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the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules.  The Commission Staff rejected this recommendation; 

so should the Commission. 

Eleventh, Proposed Section 280.05, Policy, sets forth provisions describing the policy 

goals of the revised Proposed Part 280.  Those provisions are reasonable, including the provision 

that states that the Part 280 take precedence over any inconsistent utility tariff, unless the 

conflicting tariff provision has been specifically approved by the Commission as a waiver or 

exemption from Part 280. 

III. SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED RULES
1
 

A. PROPOSED SECTION 280.05, POLICY, IS REASONABLE, AND 

SHOULD BE ADOPTED. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rule 

Proposed Section 280.05, Policy, is a general policy statement for Part 280.  One of the 

provisions of Proposed Section 280.05 addresses the issue of what takes precedence when a 

proposed rule conflicts with a utility tariff.  Proposed Section 280.05 provides that in this event, 

the policies and procedures outlined in Part 280 shall take precedence over any inconsistent 

utility tariff, unless the conflicting tariff provision has been specifically approved by the 

Commission as a waiver or exemption from this rule. 

Peoples Gas and North Shore 

During the cross-examination of Mr. Robinson, Peoples Gas and North Shore stipulated to 

their legal position that a Commission rule takes precedence over a utility tariff.  (Tr. 600)  This 

is one of the reasons why utilities need sufficient time to implement the Commission Staff’s 

Proposed Rules.  (See, infra, Section IV)  Utilities need to conform their existing tariffs to the 

                                                 
1
 Peoples Gas and North Shore have omitted those sections of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules which they 

support (see Attachment B). 
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final rules approved by the Commission in this proceeding, or seek waivers from those final 

rules. 

B. PROPOSED SECTION 280.30, APPLICATION, SHOULD BE ADOPTED 

WITH ONE MODIFICATION. 

1. Proposed Subsection 280.30 (d), Application Content, should be 

modified to allow utilities to require applicants to provide a state or 

federal picture ID. 

Commission Staff 

 Subsection 280.30 (d) (1) of the Commission Staff’s proposed rules sets forth a list of 

forms of identification (ID) that a utility can require from an applicant.  Proposed Subsection 

280.30 (d) (2) gives the applicant the right to choose which IDs it will provide to the utility, 

specifically providing that the utility may not require an applicant to provide one form of ID over 

another, so long as the ID provided is valid and accurate.  

Peoples Gas/North Shore  

 Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that proposed Subsection 280.30 (d) (2) be 

revised to allow utilities to decide one form of ID and that form should be a state or federal 

issued picture ID.  Accordingly, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that proposed 

Subsection 280.30 (d) (1) be modified to read:  “Positive identification (ID) of applicants may be 

required by two forms of ID, one of which must be a federal or state issued photo ID, and one of 

the following to be chosen by the applicant”.  With that modification, Proposed Subsection 

280.30 (d) needs to be modified by replacing “forms” with “remaining form” in the first 

sentence.
2
 In support of Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s recommendation, Mr. Robinson 

testified that utilities have an obligation to know who their customers are and giving customers 

exclusive control to choose whatever two forms of identification they want to present does not 

                                                 
2
 As previously mentioned in the Executive Summary, the complete list of Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s 

recommended revisions to the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules is contained in Attachment A to this Initial Brief. 
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satisfy this obligation.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 7-8)  Moreover, Mr. Robinson clarified, 

during cross-examination, that photo IDs are requested only when necessary.  A photo ID is 

requested from only a small percentage of applicants (TR. 633)  

 Peoples Gas and North Shore’s position is consistent with the position of the other 

utilities in this proceeding. 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY (“ComEd”) 

ComEd’s witness, Mr. Charles Walls, testified in support of a Federal or State issued 

photo ID.  The utility should not be required to accept an ID issued by a park district or library 

district or some other unit of government that might have less stringent standards for issuing IDs. 

(ComEd Ex. 1.0, pp. 5-6, lines 105-112) 

Illinois-American Water Company (“IAWC”) 

IAWC’s witness, Mr. Frederick Ruckman, also testified in support of allowing the utility 

to designate one of the two forms required as part of the application process.  He noted that the 

validity of some forms of identification included in Staff’s proposed list such as credit cards, 

employment records and bank statements may be difficult or time consuming to verify.   If a 

significant number of customers choose to provide forms of identification which are difficult or 

perhaps not possible to verify, it could substantially increase costs to other customers for the time 

and resources necessary to track down these sources of identification.  Moreover, another 

adverse consequence could be increased delinquency and bad debt, again resulting in increased 

costs to other customers.  (IAWC Ex. FLR-1.0, pp. 5-6, lines 112-133);  

Mt. Carmel Public Utility Company (“Mt. Carmel”) 

Mt. Carmel’s witness, Ms. Margaret Felts, strongly objected to giving applicants the right 

to choose which forms of identification they wish to provide, stating that this is contrary to the 
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Commission Staff’s stated intent of giving the utility the right to ensure proper identification of 

its customers.  Proper identification is not simply for the benefit of the utility; it is for the benefit 

of customers.  The record shows that 40 million people have been the victims of identify fraud in 

the last five years.  Every two seconds, someone’s identity is stolen.  Moreover the Federal Trade 

Commission (“FTC”) reports that this problem will become twenty times worse in the coming 

months.  (Mt. Carmel Ex. 1.0, p. 7, lines 108-120) 

Ms. Felts cited the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (“FACTA”) which 

establishes verification and authentication of identity as the two main components for protecting 

consumers from identity theft.  Because the FTC requires utilities to comply with FACTA and 

because of the magnitude of the problem nationwide, the utility must be the entity that 

determines the forms of ID that it finds acceptable for verifying the identity of applicants for 

service.  Furthermore, in the event collection actions must be taken against the customer, the 

utility should have the best information available to enforce such action and not be limited in 

accurately collecting from the correct party. (Id., pp. 7-8, lines 121-131) 

MidAmerican Energy Company (“MidAmerican”) 

MidAmerican’s witness, Ms. Gretta Knight, also testified in opposition to the proposal to 

allow applicants to choose which forms of ID to provide to the utility.  She stated that a 

combination of some of the proposed forms of ID could easily be obtained fraudulently, making 

it difficult for the utility to prevent identity theft.  (MEC Ex. 1.0, p. 6, lines 104-110)   

Ms. Knight noted that the FTC has promulgated “Red Flag Rules” pursuant to Section 

114 of the FACTA.  Under these rules, utilities are considered creditors and are required to 

develop and implement a written Identity Theft Prevention Program to detect, prevent and 

mitigate identity theft in connection with new accounts or maintenance of certain existing 
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accounts.  The Commission Staff’s proposed language directly conflicts with the requirements of 

the Red Flag rules by allowing for forms of ID that are easily manipulated and thereby making it 

difficult to verify that the person using the identication is not using someone else’s personal 

information.  (Id., p. 6, lines 111-124) 

Nicor Gas  

Nicor Gas’ witness, Mr. David Lukowicz, also testified that the Commission Staff’s proposal 

fails to provide adequate protection for confirming an individual’s identity.  He stated that 

identity theft is a national issue confronting consumers and businesses, including utilities, 

everywhere.  For utilities, identity theft occurs when fraudulent information is provided at the 

time service is requested.  He noted that one tactic of identity thieves is to establish utility service 

under a fraudulent name so that consumer credit can then be obtained under the fraudulent name.  

He also testified about the Red Flag Rules and asserted that Staff’s proposed language would 

make it extremely difficult for Illinois utilities to comply with those rules. (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, p. 

10, lines 205-217) 

In conclusion, the record provides ample support for the utilities’ request to  demand a state 

or federal picture ID. 

2. The Commission Staff’s  Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) (1) and (2), 

Timeline for Service Activation, sets forth reasonable timelines for 

activation of service; the recommendations to drastically reduce those 

timelines are unworkable and unrealistic and should be rejected. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rule 

 Subsection 280.30 (j) of the Commission Staff’s proposed rules provide that gas utilities, 

absent any delays caused by construction or other equipment work required for service 

activation, shall activate service for a successful applicant no more than seven calendar days 

after approval of the application, unless the applicant requests a later date. 
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AARP 

AARP argues that the Commission Staff’s proposed rules should be revised to require 

gas utilities to provide for activation of service within two business days (one business day for 

electric utilities).  However, AARP’s witness, Mr. Scott Musser, offers no factual evidence in 

support of its argument.  Mr. Musser basically asserts his opinion that the timelines stated in 

Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) are “much too long for customers to wait for service”.  (AARP 

Ex. 1.0, p. 5, lines 1-11)  Because there is no analysis supporting Mr. Musser’s opinion and 

because Mr. Musser’s stated qualifications (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 1) don’t demonstrate that he has 

any experience to lend any credence to his opinion, AARP’s argument is utterly without merit. 

GCI  

Like AARP, GCI argued initially that the Commission Staff’s proposed rules should be 

revised to require utilities to provide service within 48 hours of a completed application, making 

no distinction between gas and electric utilities. Also like AARP, GCI offers no substantive 

evidence in support of its argument.  Rather, in support of its argument, GCI only offers the 

opinions of its two witnesses, Ms. Sandra Marcelin-Reme and Ms. Barbara Alexander.  Ms. 

Marcelin-Reme simply states her belief that the time frames for service activation should be 

shorter, and references Ms. Alexander for support, claiming that “Ms. Alexander discusses the 

timeframes used in other states”. (GCI Ex. 2.0, p. 7, lines 169-174)  In fact, Ms. Alexander only 

makes a passing reference to “other states in which a maximum period of two (2) days or 48 

hours is typically allowed for reconnection of service”.   (GCI Ex. 1.0, p. 39, lines 1048-1052, 

emphasis added)  Ms. Alexander did not identify those states.  Thus, Ms. Alexander did not 

testify at all with respect to other states’ regulations regarding activation of service; moreover, 

even with respect to regulations of others states regarding reconnection of service, her reference 
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to other unidentified states provides no support for her position and is basically without any 

merit. 

GCI attempted to rehabilitate its position in its rebuttal testimony by modifying its 

proposed revision to Subsection 280.30 (j) to provide that if activation requires a field visit, then 

the two calendar day limitation would not apply.  (GCI Ex. 3.0, pp. 7-8, lines 172-177)  

However, GCI proceeded to abandon its modified proposal by offering yet another proposal in 

its surrebuttal testimony:  service activation for electric utilities should not exceed three calendar 

days and service activation for gas utilities should not exceed five calendar days.
3
 (GCI Ex. 5.0, 

p. 14, lines 299-301) 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff rejected AARP and GCI’s proposal to shorten the timeline for 

activation of service for the following reasons.  The Commission Staff, while indicating that it 

understood the concerns of GCI and AARP, concluded that both intervenors proposed standards 

that are simply unachievable for any activation process that routinely requires a field visit.  The 

Commission Staff added that this “is particularly true for natural gas where safety requirements 

dictate an appointment and inside access to the customer’s facilities”.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 24-25, 

lines 546-557)   The Commission Staff continued to reject GCI’s proposal in Staff’s surrebuttal 

testimony, stating that Staff has “not seen any evidence that utilities have ever intentionally 

delayed activation of service once an application is accepted.  Rather, we believe the majority of 

delays in service activations occur due to disputes over the application itself or with field staffing 

                                                 
3
 GCI also offers, in its surrebuttal testimony, an alternative that the Commission simply adopt the provisions of the 

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.   (GCI Rev. Ex. 5.0, p. 14, lines 299-301)  An alternative proposal to abandon 

the Commission Staff’s proposed rule, after workshops and evidentiary hearings, and adopt another jurisdiction’s 

rule, such as this made in surrebuttal testimony, should not be given any consideration by the Commission. 
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levels being unable to accommodate demand once applications are accepted.”  (Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 

11, lines 247-251) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore support the Commission Staff’s proposal to allow gas 

utilities seven calendar days to activate service.  AARP’s and GCI’s attempt to lower that 

timeline to two days is completely unrealistic as demonstrated in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. 

Robinson.  Unlike the witnesses for AARP and GCI, Mr. Robinson has experience in the matter 

of service activation and responded with facts, as opposed to mere opinion or beliefs.  Mr. 

Robinson testified that there are times of the year when meeting even Staff’s proposed timeline 

requirement would be problematic; accelerating that timeline requirement as proposed by AARP 

and GCI is simply unworkable.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 8, lines 163-165) 

 Mr. Robinson testified that Peoples Gas and North Shore would experience a problem in 

activating service in a shorter accelerated time frame in the months of September, October, and 

November.  Moreover, the problem would be exacerbated depending upon how quickly cold 

weather develops in their service territories.  In addition, during this time period, there is dual 

demand because not only do utilities have to activate service for new customers, they have to 

restore service to disconnected customers.
4
 

 In the months of September through November, as cold weather arrives, there is a 

tremendous demand for service activation.  In particular, customers who had been disconnected 

for nonpayment since the previous winter may have been willing to forego gas service for the 

summer.  However, as the cold weather comes, these customers call to request that their service 

be restored.  For example, at the beginning of the previous heating season, on October 1, 2010, 

                                                 
4
 AARP and GCI have similar unrealistic proposals with respect to restoring service to disconnected customers (see, 

infra, discussion re Proposed Section 280.170. 
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Peoples Gas and North Shore had approximately 30,000 premises disconnected and not yet 

reconnected.  (Id, p. 9, lines 174-180) 

 Mr. Robinson explained in detail the factors that make turn-on within seven days 

sometimes problematic and turn-on within two days unrealistic and unworkable.  Emergency 

assistance grants under LIHEAP become available in September for senior citizens and disabled 

persons and in November for the rest of utility customers.  Many customers wait for these funds 

before requesting service, resulting in a huge demand for reconnection of service between 

September and November.  In addition, utilities are required by 83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 

280.138 to contact certain former customers on October 1 of each year and offer reconnection 

under special terms.  The increased demand resulting from the availability of LIHEAP 

emergency grants and the special reconnection provisions of Section 280.138, coupled with 

increased demand due to cold weather, affect Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s ability to activate 

service to new customers and restore service to former customers.  (Id., pp. 9-10, lines 187-198) 

 The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules reflect the different nature of activating service 

for natural gas, as compared to electric, customers by providing seven calendar days for gas 

utilities and four calendar days for electric utilities.  Mr. Robinson explained in detail why 

activation or restoration of gas service is not an easy matter; it is a multistep process which can 

take approximately 45 minutes to perform at each premise.  (Id., pp. 10-11, lines 201-230) 

 Mr. Robinson concluded by noting that Peoples Gas and North Shore accepted the 

Commission Staff’s proposed seven-day activation requirement in the spirit of cooperation and 

achieving a balanced rule.  However, a time frame less than seven days for gas utilities would be 

completely unworkable and increase expenses for Peoples Gas and North Shore due to having to 

hire additional employees and/or paying additional overtime to existing employees.  In turn, 
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these increased expenses would be passed on to their customers in the form of higher rates when 

the increased costs of service are reflected in Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s future rate cases.  

(Id., p. 11, lines 219-230)  In summary, Mr. Robinson provided overwhelming facts to support 

that the seven days activation timeline is reasonable. 

Other Utilities 

Nicor Gas 

 Nicor Gas, the other gas only utility in this proceeding, agreed with the Commission Staff 

that the proposals of AARP and GCI to shorten service activation time limits should be rejected.  

Its witness, Mr. Lukowicz, testified that while it is in the utility’s best interest to establish service 

with a new customer as soon as possible, there are times when two days cannot be met.  

Unexpected events arise from time to time that can impact a utility’s ability to get the necessary 

personnel to a location to activate service.  GCI’s and AARP’s proposals would require more 

personnel and impose additional costs on customers.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, p. 23, lines 510-527)  

3. The Commission Staff’s Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) (7) sets forth a 

reasonable  temporary exception for demonstrable unforeseen 

circumstances; proposals to delete that exception should be rejected. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rule 

The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules provide a temporary exception for unforeseen 

circumstances.  When a utility experiences temporary unanticipated limitation of its ability to 

provide for the timely activation of service, it may, upon notice explaining the circumstances to 

the Consumer Services Division of the Commission, temporarily forego the requirements of 

Subsection 280.30 (j) so long as the utility can demonstrate that it is taking diligent action to 

remedy the limitation. 
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GCI  

GCI argues that Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) (7) should be eliminated.  In support of 

its argument, GCI’s witness, Ms. Alexander, claims that the utility should file a formal petition 

for an exemption pursuant to Proposed Subsection 280.10, which sets forth the criteria and 

procedure for seeking an exemption.  (GCI Ex. 3.0, pp. 6-7, lines 148-169)   

Commission Staff 

 In its rebuttal testimony, the Commission Staff accepted a recommendation from 

MidAmerican which had noted that Proposed Subsection 280.170 (f) offered utilities an 

opportunity to temporarily forego the timeline requirement for restoration of service when 

unforeseen problems arise and the utility notifies the Commission’s Consumer Services 

Division; MidAmerican requested that comparable language be added to Proposed Section 

280.30.  The Commission Staff agreed and added Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) (7).  (Staff Ex. 

2.0, p. 23, lines 515-521)  The Commission Staff included Proposed Subsection 280.30 (j) (7) in 

its final version of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, thus rejecting GCI’s 

recommendation to eliminate the temporary exception for unforeseen circumstances.  (Staff Ex. 

3.0, Attachment A, p. 11) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore agree with the Commission Staff.  It is appropriate to 

include a temporary exception for unforeseen circumstances which make it impossible to meet 

the proposed rules’ time limits for service activation.  GCI’s proposal to initiate a formal waiver 

proceeding under Proposed Section 280.10 makes no sense whatsoever. For example, if a utility 

experienced an ice storm or flooding, because of the need to restore service to customers who 

were without service due to the natural occurrence, it may have difficulty complying with the 
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timeline to activate service to new customers—it may need two or three days beyond the 

timeline.  Filing a petition for a waiver would not be a practical alternative to Staff’s temporary 

exception because it is difficult to imagine a situation in which an Order granting a waiver, even 

if there were no hearing and briefs, could be issued in less than a month.  Obviously, by the time 

the proceeding contemplated by that GCI would be concluded, the need for a temporary 

exception would have expired and rendered the petition moot. 

C. WITH ONE MINOR MODIFICATION, PROPOSED SECTION 280.40, 

DEPOSITS, SHOULD BE ADOPTED. 

1. The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules appropriately continue the 

current Commission rule allowing the use of credit scoring to 

determine whether to impose deposits; recommendations to 

discontinue use of credit scoring should be rejected. 

Commission Staff Proposed Rule 

 Proposed Subsection 280.40 (d), consistent with the Commission’s existing provision, 83 

Ill. Adm. Code Subsection 280.50 (a), which has been in effect since 2003, continues to allow 

utilities to impose a deposit from a residential applicant when that applicant’s credit score fails to 

meet the minimum standard of the credit scoring system set forth in the utility’s tariff, approved 

by the Commission. 

AARP  

 AARP opposes the use of credit scores as the “only” means of determining whether a 

deposit is owed.
5
  In support of its opposition, AARP’s witness, Mr. Musser, relies on a survey 

conducted in 2004 which found that approximately 90% of consumers age 50 and over 

responded that “it is inappropriate for electric utilities to charge a customer a higher rate based 

                                                 
5
 It is not clear if Mr. Musser means that a utility should use methods other than credit scoring to impose deposits on 

applicants (if so that is clearly the case in the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules) or if he means that in order to 

impose a deposit a utility would have to do so on the basis of credit scoring and some other factor.  This brief 

assumes that Mr. Musser intends the latter. 
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on a low credit score”.  (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 5, line 23, to p. 6, line 2)  This is an apples to oranges 

comparison.  Proposed Section 280.40 does not give any utility—electric, gas, or water—the 

right to charge a customer a higher rate for utility service because that customer has a low credit 

score; it only gives the utility the right to charge a refundable deposit based on the credit scoring 

method set forth in that utility’s tariff.  Moreover, pursuant to Proposed Section 280.40, that 

deposit will be refunded with interest when the customer has met the terms.  In addition, while 

Mr. Musser expresses a concern for lower and fixed income customers, he himself notes that 

pursuant to Proposed Section 280.45, Deposits for Low Income Customers, the credit scoring 

provisions do not apply to low income customers.  (Id., p. 5, lines 20-21) 

GCI  

 In addition to AARP, GCI recommends that Proposed Subsection 280.40 (d) be amended 

to remove credit scoring as a basis for imposing a deposit.  Like AARP, GCI offers no real 

evidence in support of its position.  Rather, in support of GCI’s recommendation, Ms. Marcelin-

Reme, in her direct testimony, offered her opinion, based on her experience, that the “most 

relevant predictor of customer utility bill payment is past customer utility billing history”.  (GCI 

Ex. 2.0, p. 7, lines 182-187)  Despite offering no substantive evidence in support of her opinion, 

Ms. Marcelin-Reme, in response to the Commission Staff’s rejection of  GCI’s proposal, rebukes 

the Commission Staff for not addressing “the testimony and arguments on why deposits should 

be eliminated”.  She goes on to say that the Commission Staff’s response “only raises a 

question—what does assessment of risk based on the credit score actually do for the utility 

company”.  (GCI, Ex. 4.0, p. 4, lines 91-94)  This question was answered, for Peoples Gas and 

North Shore, by Mr. Robinson who, as discussed below, demonstrated that credit scoring serves 

a very important function for utilities.  Finally, Mr. Marcelin-Reme states that if the practice of 
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credit scoring “must be sustained for the purpose of assessing risk, I believe that Staff should 

propose language which would limit the use of credit scores to those customers who fail to pay 

their bills”.  (Id., p. 4, lines 94-97)  Using Ms. Marcelin-Reme’s terminology, her response only 

raises the following question:  how would a utility determine which customers fail to pay their 

bills except through the use of credit scoring? 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff rejected AARP’s and GCI’s recommendation to eliminate credit 

scoring as a basis for imposing a deposit.  The Commission Staff witnesses testified that utilities 

should be allowed to continue the practice of credit scoring as a means of assessing risk, but the 

details of the credit reporting process should be incorporated into the utilities’ tariffs.  (Staff Ex. 

2.0, pp. 29-30, lines 663-672) 

Peoples Gas and North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore agree with the Commission Staff that AARP’s and GCI’s 

recommendations should be rejected.  Peoples Gas and North Shore have been using credit 

scoring as part of the deposit process since September 2003 and the use of credit scoring has 

been a success.  Credit scoring has been helpful in collecting deposits from customers, the 

absence of which would have resulted in higher uncollectibles.  For example, in calendar 2009, 

approximately $5.3 million was paid in deposits to Peoples Gas based upon credit scoring.  

Approximately $2.7 million was charged off from accounts going final that were billed a credit 

score deposit.  Approximately $2.6 million of credit scoring deposits was applied to past due 

bills, which otherwise could have become uncollectibles.  In short, the continued use of credit 
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scoring for non-low income applicants benefits both the utilities and their customers and should 

not be eliminated.
6
  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 14-15, lines 299-313) 

 In his surrebuttal testimony, Mr. Robinson responded to Ms. Marcelin-Reme’s question 

raised in her rebuttal testimony:  “what does assessment of risk based on credit score actually do 

for the utility company”.  (GCI Ex. 4.0, p. 4, lines 91-93)  He updated the data provided for 

calendar 2009 with calendar 2010 data.  In calendar 2010, approximately $5.6 million was paid 

in deposits to Peoples Gas from applicants based on credit scoring.  Approximately $15.2 million 

was charged-off from accounts going final that were billed a credit scoring deposit.  

Approximately $2.2 million of credit scoring deposits was applied to past due bills, which 

otherwise could have become uncollectibles. Peoples Gas’ experience in calendar 2010 clearly 

demonstrates the continued need for credit scoring.  To answer Ms. Marcelin-Reme’s question of 

what is the impact of credit scoring, Mr. Robinson responded that credit scoring  allows utilities 

to collect a deposit from customers and subsequently apply such deposits, thereby collecting 

amounts that would otherwise have to be collected from the utilities’ other customers, as 

demonstrated by the above statistics for calendar years 2009 and 2010.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-3.0, 

p. 7, lines 125-136) 

2. Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) correctly discontinues the current 

practice of exempting from deposit requirements from persons who 

have been customers for 24 months; proposals to reinstate that 

practice ignore the risk that would place on utilities and, ultimately, 

on customers. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rule 

Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) sets forth the proposed requirements for imposition of a 

deposit on existing customers. Unlike the current deposit rule (83 Ill. Admin. Code 280.60 (a)), 

                                                 
6
 Proposed Section 280.45 of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules continues to exempt low income customers 

from deposits based on credit scoring. 
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the proposed subsection does not contain an exception for customers who have received utility 

service for 24 months or longer. 

GCI 

 GCI recommends that Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) be amended to provide that 

customers who have received utility service for 24 months may only be charged a deposit if they 

have tampered with the utility’s facilities.  In support of this recommendation, Ms. Marcelin-

Reme again merely offers her opinion that customers who might have paid late, but who 

ultimately do pay their bills, should be “protected from the possibility of surprise deposits”  (GCI 

Ex. 2.0, p. 8, lines 194-198)  It is not clear why a deposit that is imposed pursuant to the terms of 

a Commission rule would be considered a “surprise”, but the important point is that the 

circumstances that justify a deposit don’t change simply because a person has been a customer 

for the arbitrary period of 24 months.   

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff properly rejected GCI’s proposal to exempt persons who have 

been customers for more than 24 months from deposit requirements.  The Commission Staff 

witnesses pointed out that Staff’s Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) was created to replace the 

Commission’s current rules which are less equitable and do not accurately reflect true risk.  

Staff’s Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) creates a dual trigger—the customer must not only 

repeatedly pay late, but must also be delinquent in payment for a full 30 days.  In the 

Commission’s current rules, a customer who pays his or her bill every month without fail, but 

just a little late, is treated as the same risk as the customer who completely fails to pay for several 

months.  At the same time, customers whose behavior was previously less risky, but then become 

high risk because of late payments are granted full immunity, under the Commission’s current 
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Part 280, simply by virtue of having 24 months’ tenure as a utility customer.  The Commission 

Staff concluded that while raising the logical standard on lateness, Staff eliminated the illogical 

standard on customer tenure and created a proposed rule that is “fair to all, and should not be 

altered”.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp, 30-31, lines 690-706) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 With one exception, Peoples Gas and North Shore found Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e) 

to be reasonable.  In PGL/NSG Ex. VG-1.2, Peoples Gas and North Shore proposed the 

following change to Proposed Subsection 280.40 (e):  Subsection 280.40 (e) (1) (A) should be 

revised to read:  “The customer has paid late four times or paid less than the billed amount three 

times in the past 12 months.”  The basis for the proposal is that the proposed rules should draw a 

distinction between paying the billed amount late and paying less than the billed amount, which 

is a more serious matter. 

In particular, Peoples Gas and North Shore agree with the Commission Staff witnesses 

that it is appropriate to remove the current restriction against billing for deposits after someone 

has been a customer for 24 months.  As recognized by the Commission Staff, the issue is one of 

changed risk.  As the Staff witnesses testified, this restriction fails to recognize that a long-term 

customer’s payment behavior may shift from one of non-risk to risk.  Waiting until after 

disconnection would fail to properly secure the utility against this change in risk and increase 

uncollectibles which have to be recovered from all customers.  Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s 

customers will not benefit from GCI recommendations that, if adopted, would only exacerbate 

the utilities’ uncollectibles problems.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 15-16, lines 317-328)  

 In support of GCI’s position, Ms. Alexander offered a chart showing the number of 

residential customers that would have been eligible for a deposit under the proposed rule change, 
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based on data from Docket 05-0237.  That chart shows that the number for Peoples Gas was 

40,000 residential heating customers and that the amount of deposits associated with those 

40,000 customers was $6.2 million.  In rebuttal, Mr. Robinson testified that those numbers do not 

support Ms. Alexander’s argument that deposits should be eliminated after 24 months.  Instead, 

they support the elimination of the exemption for persons who have been customers for 24 

months or long.  The numbers show that, even six years ago, Peoples Gas had a serious risk of 

not collecting from customers who have been customers for a period longer than 24 months.  

Insulating such customers from deposit requirements simply because they have been customers 

for the arbitrary period of 24 months does not make any financial sense.  He concluded that the 

Commission Staff’s proposal to remove this arbitrary limitation on deposits is both reasonable 

and appropriate.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-3.0, pp. 8-9, lines 158-170) 

D. PROPOSED SECTION 280.60, PAYMENT, IS REASONABLE AND 

SHOULD BE ADOPTED. 

1. Proposed Subsection 280.60 (b) reasonably charges customers who 

choose to utilize a payment option for that option; it should not be 

revised to prohibit charging customers additional fees associated with 

certain payment methods chosen by the customer. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rule 

 The Commission Staff’s Proposed Subsection 280.60 (b) does not contain a prohibition 

against charging customers additional fees associated with certain payment methods chosen by 

the customer, such as payment by credit card or debit card. 

AARP 

 AARP’s witness, Mr. Musser, argues that the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules should 

be revised to prohibit a utility from charging fees to consumers based on their billing or payment 

method.  This argument is supported solely by Mr. Musser’s opinion that customers should not 

be charged additional fees for paying by credit card.  (AARP Ex. 1.0, p.7, line 21 to p. 8, line 2)  
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GCI  

 Like AARP, GCI proposes to revise Proposed Subsection 280.60 (b) to add a provision 

that prohibits utilities from charging customers additional fees associated with any payment 

method sponsored by the utility on its website or offered to customers through the utility call 

center.  (GCI Ex. 5.0, pp. 21-22, lines 471-494)  Like AARP, GCI only offers the 

unsubstantiated opinion of its witnesses to support its proposal. Ms. Marcelin-Reme testified that 

she has received many complaints from customers who feel that is unfair that they have to pay 

more to give the utilities money quicker; apparently comparing the cost of a stamp to the cost of 

paying via a credit card or debit card.  Referring to the direct testimony of Ms. Alexander, Ms. 

Marcelin-Reme concludes that “a utility should not be permitted to assess separate fees or 

surcharges for any payment method the company accepts”.  (GCI Ex. 2.0, p. 248-254) 

 In turn, Ms. Alexander recommends that the Commission halt the practice of allowing 

utilities to charge customers “unregulated’ fees for using certain payment options.  Instead 

utilities should reflect the costs of all their payment option in rates charged to all customers.
7
 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff did not accept language proposed by AARP or GCI to disallow 

the assessment of fees for any methods of payment.  The Commission Staff witnesses noted that 

in their experience, many of the fees associated with payments submitted over the phone or at 

utility-authorized currency exchanges have been assessed by the vendor handling the payment 

method, not by the utility.  The Commission Staff witnesses also noted that customers choosing 

                                                 
7
 Note that GCI’s witnesses are apparently in disagreement on this issue.  While Ms. Alexander apparently 

advocates recovery through rates, Ms. Marcelin-Reme testified on cross-examination that utility shareholders should 

pay for fees charged for debit and credit card payments.  Moreover, Ms. Marcelin-Reme believes that utilities, faced 

with having to absorb such costs, should not be allowed to discontinue the practice of allowing credit card and debit 

card payments.  (TR., pp. 723-724) In other words, the Commission should require utilities to incur costs but not 

recover them, which is obviously an unlawful proposal. (See Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce Com’n, 

166 Ill. 2
nd

 111 (1995)) 
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to pay by mail pay the “vendor”—the United States Postal Service—a fee in the form of payment 

for the stamp.  The Commission Staff saw this situation as a case of letting the cost-causer cover 

an expense, rather than having the utility and its other customers absorb such costs.  (Staff Ex. 

2.0, p. 44, lines 997-1012) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore agree with the Commission Staff that AARP’s and GCI’s 

proposals should be rejected.  Peoples Gas and North Shore allow their customers a choice to 

pay by credit card as a convenience to them.  The customers who elect to utilize this service pay 

a fee directly to the credit card company, not to Peoples Gas and North Shore.  This convenience 

fee never appears on the utility bill.  Therefore, Peoples Gas and North Shore do not profit from 

customers’ election to pay by credit card.  Absent payment of the fee, the credit card company 

would not offer the service.  If utilities were required to pay the fees, those fees would be a cost 

of service and, contrary to Ms. Marcelin-Reme’s opinion, would be recovered from all 

customers, including those who pay by other means, such as mailing a check (note that those 

customers are already paying for the stamp and possibly a fee for checking account services).  

AARP’s and GCI’s proposals are unfair in that they would require such customers to pay fees for 

a convenience that other customers choose to utilize.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 18-19, lines 

389-397)   

E. PROPOSED SECTION 280.90, ESTIMATED BILLS, PROVIDES A FAIR 

BALANCE BETWEEN THE INTERESTS OF UTILITIES AND ALL OF 

THEIR CUSTOMERS 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules  

 Proposed Section 280.90 sets forth detailed provisions regarding the use of estimated 

bills by utilities.  Proposed Section 280.90 provides a fair balance between the interests of 

utilities and all of their customers. 
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GCI  

 GCI’s position on estimated bills has been a moving target, with its final position being to 

gut the Commission Staff’s rule and replace it with a rule from Missouri.  GCI’s original position 

was that the Commission should require utilities to bill for actual usage every month or forfeit 

the right to collect payment on the bill.  (GCI Ex. 2.0, p. 13, lines 327-329).  However even GCI 

must have considered that position as too harsh, and/or illegal, because in rebuttal testimony, 

each of GCI’s witnesses offered a compromise position.  Ms. Marcelin-Reme proposed that if a 

utility fails to read a customer’s meter, the utility could accept payment from the customer in the  

amount of the last bill in which both the present and previous readings were both actual readings 

(which in the case of utilities who read bi-monthly would be never because, by definition, each 

bill issued by such utilities would have either the previous or current reading as an estimate).  

Alternatively, the utility could accept 50% of the estimated bill until an actual reading is taken.  

(GCI Ex. 4.0, pp. 5-6, lines 122-130)  Ms. Alexander, on the other hand, proposed that the 

Commission Staff adopt a provision from the Pennsylvania Commission which prohibits 

disconnection of service for a repeated failure to read a meter and obtain an actual meter reading 

when the customer does not present an obstacle to obtaining such a reading.  (GCI Ex. 3.0, p. 14, 

lines 305-310)  However, none of GCI’s “compromise” positions made their final cut.  Instead, 

GCI’s final proposal is to eliminate the entirety of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 

280.90 after Proposed Subsection 280.90 (a), Intent; abandon the Pennsylvania Commission, and 

replace the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.90 with the rule utilized by the Missouri 

Public Service Commission.
8
  Moreover, GCI did so without any analysis as to why the Missouri 

rule would be more appropriate than the proposed rule crafted by the Commission Staff.  Among 

                                                 
8
 Since presumably the Missouri rule has been in existence for a while, it would have been somewhat more 

appropriate for GCI to have offered it as an alternative in its direct, or even its rebuttal, testimony, as opposed to 

waiting for surrebuttal testimony when no one would have an opportunity to respond. 
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other provisions, GCI’s proposed section on estimated bills includes a requirement that a utility 

cannot render a final or initial bill for service unless conditions beyond the control of the utility 

prevent an actual meter reading.  (GCI Ex. 5.0, pp. 25-27, lines 571-639; GCI Ex. 5.1, pp. 23-27, 

lines 520-640)   

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff rejected GCI’s original proposal that utilities forfeit the ability to 

collect estimated bills, failing to find statutory authority that would permit GCI’s proposed 

forfeiture of collection.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 53, lines 1203-1204)  However, the Commission Staff 

accepted Ms. Alexander’s Pennsylvania compromise and added Subsection 280.90 (g) which 

provides that unless the utility’s attempt to access the meter has been prevented, the utility shall 

not disconnect a customer for non-payment of two or more consecutively estimated bills until the 

utility takes an actual reading of the meter to verify the accuracy of the billing.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 

18, lines 402-408)  With respect to GCI’s final position—substitution of the Missouri rule for 

both the Commission Staff’s proposed rule and the Pennsylvania rule—the Commission Staff, 

like every other party in this proceeding, had no opportunity to address it. 

 With respect to GCI’s position that initial and final bills can only be based on an actual 

reading, the Commission Staff rejected this position, stating it is sympathetic to the concerns of 

utilities about the expenses they would incur if they were now forced to take an actual reading by 

field visit on every beginning and end date of service.  These “off cycle” readings could be 

extremely costly in service territories with many rental premises and high turnover of customers.  

While the Commission Staff believes that the benefit GCI is attempting is to prevent customers 

from paying more or less than what they actually use is appropriate, Staff observes that the 

benefit may be outweighed by the costs.  The Commission Staff concludes that its Proposed 
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Section 280.90 which enforces an actual reading if there has not been one in the past 60 days is a 

useful compromise that will ensure the greatest amount of accuracy at the least expense.  (Staff 

Ex. 2.0, pp. 53-54, lines 1208-1225) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore support the Commission Staff’s proposed Section 280.90 as 

originally drafted.  GCI’s proposed gutting of the proposed rule suffers from numerous 

problems.  However, before addressing the substantive problems with GCI’s proposal, Peoples 

Gas and North Shore have to first object to the procedural problem with GCI’s final proposal.  

GCI had the opportunity to propose the Missouri rule in its direct testimony.  Arguably, GCI had 

the opportunity to propose it in its rebuttal testimony.  Waiting until its surrebuttal testimony, to 

make the drastic proposal to basically eliminate the Commission Staff’s proposed rule on 

estimated billing and replace it with a rule from another jurisdiction made it impossible for 

Peoples Gas and North Shore to rebut this proposal in testimony.  Procedurally, this simply is 

unfair.  Moreover, GCI offered no analysis as to why the Missouri rule is preferable to the 

Commission Staff’s proposed rule. 

 With respect to the substantive problems of GCI’s proposal, first, the current rules and 

the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules provide for the bi-monthly reading of meters.  Requiring 

utilities to read meters every month would basically require utilities to double the number of 

meter readers they employ and, generally, double the costs that will be passed on to customers.  

(PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 24-25, lines 526-535) 

 Second, GCI’s proposal would encourage customers to deny access to have their meters 

read in order to take advantage of GCI’s proposed replacement rule.  If nothing else, GCI’s 
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proposal would encourage unnecessary argument and potentially litigation at the Commission.  

(Id., p. 25, lines 536-544) 

 Third, Peoples Gas and North Shore support the Commission Staff’s rejection of GCI’s 

proposal to prohibit utilities from issuing final bills based on estimated readings.  Peoples Gas 

and North Shore agree with the Commission Staff’s assessment that the costs of having a utility 

take actual readings when a person is moving in or out of a residence outweighs any benefit to 

consumers.  Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s estimation procedures have been approved by the 

Commission and are reasonable.  With a good meter reading history, a final bill based on an 

estimated reading should be close to the actual.  Moreover, Proposed Subsection 280.90 limits 

estimated final readings to the situation in which the utility has taken an actual reading within the 

past 60 days.  This is an appropriate limitation which ensures that the final, estimated reading 

will be accurate.  In this situation, it is hard to see the benefit to the consumer of requiring an 

actual reading.  At any rate, if the final bill, based on an estimate, is objected to by the customer, 

Peoples Gas and North Shore would take the necessary steps to obtain an actual reading to 

confirm the estimated reading.  (PGL/NSG Ex.-JR 3.0, p. 11, lines 225-233) 

F. WITH TWO MODIFICATIONS, PROPOSED SECTION 280.110, 

REFUNDS AND CREDITS, IS REASONABLE AND SHOULD BE 

ADOPTED. 

1. Proposed Section 280.110 (b) has an appropriate limitation on 

refunds, it should not be amended to require a utility to issue a refund 

based on the records of which party has the oldest records. 

GCI 

Ms. Marcelin-Reme, on behalf of GCI, testifies that Proposed Subsection 280.110 (b) 

should be amended to require a utility to issue a refund based on the records of whichever party 

has the oldest billing records.  In support of this proposal, she states that proposed Subsection 

280.110 (b) should not have a two-year limitation unless utilities will only be keeping records for 
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two years and there is a reciprocal, two-year maximum for collecting past due bills.  (GCI Ex. 

2.0, pp. 14-15, lines 372-384) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

Peoples Gas and North Shore oppose Ms. Marcelin-Reme’s proposal.  Ms. Marcelin-

Reme provides no reason to go beyond the two year period set forth in Proposed Subsection 

280.110 (b) of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, which sets forth the time limits for 

refunds and credits.  Her proposal should be rejected.  (PGL/NSG Ex. 2.0, p. 28, lines 604-608)   

Moreover, Ms. Marcelin-Reme confuses two separate issues:  the amount of time for 

which a utility can bill for unbilled service and the amount of time for which utilities can collect 

for a past due bill.  The amount of time for which a utility can bill for unbilled service is set forth 

in proposed Subsection 280.100 (b) of the Commission Staff’ Proposed Rules.  Generally, it is 

two years for residential customers, with certain exemptions such as when tampering is involved.  

In contrast, once a bill has been issued for utility service, neither the Commission’s current Part 

280 nor the Commission Staff’s Proposed Part 280 sets forth a time limitation on collecting that 

bill.  Neither does the Public Utilities Act. 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff noted initially that it was not necessarily opposed to GCI’s 

proposal with respect to Subsection 280.110 (b), but that it required further input from other 

parties before it would consider supporting GCI’s proposal.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 55, lines 1252-

1265)  The Commission Staff decided not to support GCI’s proposal as demonstrated by the fact 

that the Commission Staff’s final version of Proposed Subsection 280.110 (b) did not reflect 

GCI’s proposed change.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, Attachment A, p. 31) 
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2. Proposed Section 280.110 (c) should be revised to increase the amount 

triggering a refund, as opposed to a credit, from 25% of the 

customer’s average monthly bill to 125%. 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Subsection 280.110 (c) be revised to by 

replacing the requirement that a utility refund, as oppose to credit, an overpayment so long as the 

overpayment credit amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill with a 

requirement that such a refund occur only when the overpayment credit amount exceeds 125% of 

the customer’s average monthly bill.  If this revision is not made, utilities would be required to 

issue refund checks on small amounts.
9
  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 28, lines 614-616)  Moreover, 

as pointed out by the witness for ComEd, the customer will realize immediate value of a credit of 

approximately 100% of the average monthly bill very shortly with the issuance of the next bill.  

(ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 9, lines 191-197) 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff took the position that if the utilities agreed to pay interest on all 

overpayments, regardless of fault, it was willing to consider the change from 25% to 125%.  

(Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 46, lines 1282-1286)  In his rebuttal testimony, Peoples Gas/North Shore 

witness Robinson stated that while the proposal to change from 25% to 125% was reasonable, 

Peoples Gas and North Shore were not willing to accept an unreasonable provision (see the 

following section of this Initial Brief addressing Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d)) in exchange.  

(PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 28, lines 614-616) 

                                                 
9
 For example, if a customer’s average monthly bill were $100, Proposed Subsection 280.110 (c) would require a 

utility to issue a check if an overpayment were $25, despite the fact that that overpayment is far smaller than the 

next monthly payment.  It makes no sense to mail a $25 check to a customer only to issue a bill for $100 shortly 

thereafter. 
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3. Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d) should be revised to only require 

utilities to pay interest when an overpayment is the result of utility 

error. 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Proposed Section 280.110 (d) be revised to 

provide that utilities should only be required to pay interest when an overpayment is the result of 

utility error.  To accomplish this, the heading of Subsection 280.110 (d) would be revised to read 

“Interest on refunds and credits due to utility error”.  The first sentence would be revised to read:  

“All refunds and credits due to utility error shall be accompanied with interest calculated at the 

rates set by the Commission for customer deposits.”  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 26, lines 558-

562)   

In support of this recommendation, Mr. Robinson noted that the Commission’s current 

rules provide procedures for customers receiving credits and refunds for overpayments and 

overcharges for utility service.  Under the current rules, 83 Ill. Admin Code 280.75, utilities are 

required to pay interest on overcharges for utility service only when the overcharge is the fault of 

the utility.  However, under the Commission Staff’s Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d), utilities 

would be required to pay interest on all overpayments and overcharges regardless of whether 

they are the fault of the utility or not.  It is not fair to require the utility to pay interest when a 

customer overpays through no fault of the utility.  Moreover, requiring the utility to pay interest 

in this situation increases expenses for the utility which ultimately would have to be collected 

from customers.  (Id., pp. 26-27, lines 572-581) 

Mr. Robinson offered the following examples of how an overpayment could be made 

without fault of the utility.  First, a utility may send a bill to a customer for $95.11 cents.  Rather 

than paying the $95.11, the customer may write a check for $100 for the sake of simplicity.  

Under the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, the utility would have to calculate and pay 
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interest on the $4.89 overpayment.  This is not appropriate.  Another example would be the 

situation in which a customer deliberately makes an overpayment on his or her account because 

the amount of interest on overpayments (under the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, this 

would be the interest rate established by the Commission for customer deposits) may be 

substantially greater than the interest that customer could earn elsewhere, for example in a 

savings account at a bank.  Again, interest on this overpayment would not be appropriate.  (Id., p. 

27, lines 584-592) 

OTHER PARTIES POSITIONS 

UTILITIES 

 Ameren, ComEd, IAWC and MidAmerican also take the position that interest should be 

limited to overpayments that are the fault of the utility.  (Ameren Ex. 1.0, pp. 5-7, lines 101-109; 

ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 10, lines 198-203; IAWC Ex. FLR-1.0, p. 8, lines 179-183; MidAmerican Ex. 

1.0, pp. 19-20, lines 418-422) 

COMMISSION STAFF 

The Staff did not specifically address the position that interest should be limited to 

overpayments that are the fault of the utility.  However, the Staff did not revise its proposed rules 

on this subject and its final version of Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d) does not reflect this 

limitation, so the Commission Staff, effectively, rejected the utilities’ position. 

NON-UTILITIES 

GCI 

 GCI’s proposed rules include a revision to Staff’s proposed rules that limits Subsection 

280.110 (d) to overpayments that are the fault of the utility.  (GCI Ex. 5.1, p. 33) 
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G. PROPOSED SECTION 280.120, DEFERRED PAYMENT 

ARRANGEMENTS, PROVIDES AN APPROPRIATE BALANCING OF 

THE INTERESTS OF UTILITIES AND ALL OF THEIR CUSTOMERS. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

 Proposed Section 280.120 set forth detailed requirements relating to deferred payment 

arrangements (“DPA”) between utilities and their customers.  With one exception, addressed 

below, Peoples Gas and North Shore believe that Proposed Section 280.120 provides an 

appropriate balancing of the interests of utilities and all of their customers.   

AARP  

 AARP argues that the proposed rules should provide that customers have a right to a 

DPA, which should be flexible and address individual customer circumstances.  Specifically, 

factors including income and employment status should be considered in determining the down 

payment and installment payments of a DPA because customers will not be successful with a 

DPA under a one size fits all approach.  That is, each customer is different in “terms of amount 

owed, ability to pay, etc.”  (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 9, line 22, to p. 10, line 14)  

GCI 

 Like AARP, GCI also argues for individualized DPAs.  GCI once again argues that the 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules should be set aside in favor of using rules from another 

jurisdiction, in this case the Ohio Public Utilities Commission.  According to GCI witness, Ms. 

Alexander, under the regulations adopted by the Ohio Commission, the utility has the obligation 

to negotiate an individualized payment plan with the customer, taking into account stated 

criteria.  Specifically, the utility should take into consideration “the account balance, the length 

of time that the balance has been outstanding, the customer’s recent payment history, the reasons 

why payments have not been made, and any other relevant factors concerning the circumstances 
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of the customer, including health, age, and family circumstances”.  (GCI Ex. 1.0, p. 26, lines 

694-711) 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff noted that DPAs are a topic of great controversy, but that Staff 

believes that its Proposed Section 280.120 “provides a balanced approach between these sides”, 

and that any major changes in Proposed Section 280.120 would shift the balance towards one 

side or the other, which could result in “cascading problems for the rule as a whole”.  (Staff Ex. 

2.0, p. 59, lines 1351-1360) 

 The Commission Staff criticizes AARP’s and GCI’s approaches as a return to the lengthy 

paragraphs and more legalistic language of the current Part 280, as opposed to the plain 

language, abbreviated format that Staff has favored in its proposed rule.  Staff concludes that 

while it is not directly opposed to AARP’s and GCI’s concepts, it is not ready to support their 

proposed changes without some movement towards proper compromise to retain the balance in 

the rule.  (Id., pp. 60-61, lines 1374-1391) 

 However, rather than making some movement towards compromise to retain the balance, 

GCI’s witness, Ms. Alexander, finds Staff’s balanced approach to be “troubling”.  (GCI Ex. 3.0), 

p. 14, lines 325-326)  Ms. Alexander concludes that other states have not adopted DPA rules that 

reflect the “overly mechanical approach recommended by Staff’ and that GCI’s basic concept of 

an individualized approach to DPAs should be maintained.  (Id., p. 15, lines 347-352)
10

  

Consequently, the Commission Staff’s final version of Proposed Section 280.120 did not accept 

AARP’s or GCI’s proposed modifications, nor abandon its own carefully crafted rule in favor of 

rules utilized by Ms. Alexander’s preferred states of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Maine, Wisconsin, 

Ohio, or Iowa. 

                                                 
10

 AARP’s witness did not even bother to respond to Staff’s request for compromise or balance. 
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Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 With one exception, Peoples Gas and North Shore support Proposed Section 280.120, as 

drafted by the Commission Staff.   Proposed Subsection 280.120 (b) (1) (B) should be revised to 

allow customers to be eligible for a DPA only up to the “day of scheduled utility disconnection” 

in order to clarify any timing confusion that might arise between field scheduling and actual 

order updating.  There is ample opportunity for a customer subject to disconnection to make 

arrangements to avoid disconnection.  (see Proposed Subsection 280.130 (g) (2))  Allowing a 

customer to enter into a DPA up to the minute that the field employee is disconnecting service 

would only create confusion and encourage gaming and may lead to increased violence in the 

field.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 29, lines 624-635)  

With this single exception, Peoples Gas and North Shore support the Commission Staff’s 

Proposed Section 280.120.  The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules apply to all customers of 

gas, electric, water and sewer utilities.  The purpose of the rules is to specify uniform standards 

to be applied to customers.  Peoples Gas and North Shore serve approximately one million 

customers.  Tailoring individual DPAs based on the specific financial and personal 

circumstances of each customer simply is not realistic for such a large number of customers.  

Moreover, it could result in claims of preference and discrimination.  The Commission Staff’s 

Proposed Section 280.120 does an excellent job of providing protection against disconnection of 

service by setting forth reasonable standards of general applicability for DPAs.  (PGL/NSG Ex. 

2.0, pp. 29-30, lines 644-652)  Specifically, Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s customer service 

representatives (“CSR”) are well-trained to do their jobs; however, they are not trained to be 

financial aid counselors.  For example, Peoples Gas and North Shore doubt that customers would 

like the CSRs to ask them the intrusive questions required by the Ohio rule such as how old they 
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are, how’s their health, and what are their family circumstances.   The record shows that Peoples 

Gas and North Shore enter into over 100,000 DPAs each year.  Given that volume, Proposed 

Section 280.120 establishes reasonable requirements for DPAs, AARP’s and GCI’s proposed 

revisions do not.  (Id., p. 30, lines 659-664) 

H. PROPOSED SECTION 280.130, DISCONNECTION OF SERVICE, IS 

REASONABLE AND SHOULD BE ADOPTED. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

 The Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130 sets forth detailed requirements and 

limitations on utilities’ right to disconnect service for non-payment and other reasons.  The 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130 takes a balanced approach to the rights and 

responsibilities of utilities and their customers, especially the elimination of the current 

requirement (83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.130 (d)) that the utility employee attempt to 

contact the customer prior to disconnecting his or her service. 

AARP  

 AARP proposes to amend Proposed Subsection 280.130 (e) to add a requirement that 

immediately preceding the disconnection of service, except where the safety of the employee is 

endangered, the utility field employee shall make a reasonable effort to contact the customer, the 

so-called “knock at the door requirement”.  In support of this proposal, AARP witness Mr. 

Musser merely states that this practice allows utility employees “to detect an unsafe or dangerous 

condition that could potentially affect the decision to disconnect service or possibly lead to other 

remedial measures”. (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 10, line 17, to p. 11, line 2)  AARP also proposes to 

revise Proposed Subsection 280.130 (l) to prohibit disconnection on evenings, weekends, and 

holidays.  In support of this proposal, AARP witness Mr. Musser states that customers “may not 

have access to funds on evenings, weekends and holidays”.  (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 11, lines 3-11) 
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GCI  

 GCI proposes wholesale changes to Proposed Section 280.130, including three changes 

that would add to the costs of utility disconnections, one of which would also potentially risk 

harm to utility employees.  First, GCI proposes to add a new Subsection (k) to Section 280.130.  

This new subsection would basically require the utility’s field employee to contact the customer 

at the time service is being disconnected, the “knock at the door requirement”.  Second, GCI 

proposes to amend Proposed Subsection 280.130 (i) to require a utility to make a minimum of 

two warning calls to the customer over two different day and evening hours a minimum of 24 

hours prior to the scheduled disconnection.  Third, GCI proposes to eliminate a utility’s ability to 

disconnect service on evenings, weekends and holidays.  (GCI Ex. 5.1, pp. 40-46) 

 In support of its proposals to radically revise Proposed Subsection 280.130, GCI offers 

the opinions of Ms. Alexander.  Ms. Alexander’s support for the “knock at the door requirement” 

is once again to reference other jurisdictions, in this case—Ohio, Maryland, Massachusetts, New 

York and Pennsylvania.  (GCI Ex. 1.0, p. 31, lines 837-848)  Ms. Alexander’s support for the 

requirement that the utility make a minimum of two warning calls to the customers over two 

different day and evening hours is that it is “reasonable”.  (Id., pp. 30-31, lines 824-831)  Ms. 

Alexander’s support is for eliminating the ability to disconnect service on evenings, weekends 

and holidays is her belief that banks and financial institutions are not open on evenings, 

weekends and holidays.  (Id., pp. 29-30, lines 797-804) 

Commission Staff 

 In response to AARP’s and GCI’s knock at the door requirement, the Commission Staff’s 

position is that such a requirement is outdated.  While acknowledging that the current Part 280 

contains such a requirement, the Staff witnesses testified that this requirement was likely useful 
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both to utilities and their customers at a time when most customers had someone at home during 

the day, and when utility field employees could collect payment from customers to prevent 

disconnection.  However, today, few, if any, utilities allow their field employees to accept 

payments from customers.  Because field employees cannot accept payments from customers, a 

requirement to knock at the door to personally inform the customer that his or her service is 

being disconnected may be perceived as taunting the customer and creates a potential risk for the 

safety of the utility’s employee.  Staff witnesses further noted that developing technology may 

allow utilities to remotely disconnect and reconnect service without a need to make an actual 

visit to the premises, making the knock at the door requirement “impractical”.  The Commission 

Staff concluded that with the strengthening of other parts of Proposed Section 280.130, it is 

appropriate to remove the outdated knock at the door requirement.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 17-18, 

lines 378-394)  In its rebuttal testimony, Staff noted the safety concerns of the IBEW witness and 

concluded that the union representing the workers performing disconnections and the utility are 

better poised than Staff to make a judgment call about employee safety. Referring to the 

concerns that the IBEW witness had for customer safety, the Commission Staff sought further 

input from the parties on this topic and its relevance to Proposed Section 280.130.
11

  The 

Commission Staff did not add the knock at the door requirement in the final draft of its proposed 

rules. 

In response to GCI’s recommendation that utilities make at least two phone calls, the  

Commission Staff notes that GCI fails to observe that the current Part 280 has no phone call 

warning whatsoever.  Staff’s position is that a single phone call prior to disconnection provides a 

fair compromise between no call and multiple calls.  (Id., pp. 75-75, lines 1731-1734) 

                                                 
11

 IBEW’s witness withdrew his support for the knock at the door requirement in his rebuttal testimony because  his 

concerns about customer safety had been resolved.  (IBEW Ex. 2.0, p. 2-3, lines 18-27)  
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In response to AARP’s and GCI’s proposals to eliminate the ability of utilities to 

disconnect service on evenings, weekends and holidays, Staff notes that the Commission’s 

current Part 280 contains similar provisions in Section 280.130 (f).  Moreover, Staff asserts that 

its Proposed Section 280.130 is an improvement over the current rule in that the current rule 

lacks the specific obligations of the utility to be accessible for contact that is contained in the 

proposed rule.  In addition, Staff states that its Proposed Section 280.130 improves on the current 

Part 280 by bringing clarity to the specific times when same day reconnection must be made 

after disconnection.  (Id., p. 78, lines 1782-1795)   

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 The Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130 provides adequate notice and allows a 

sufficient time for persons subject to disconnection of service to make arrangements to retain 

their service.  In particular, utility field employees dispatched to terminate service should not be 

required to attempt to contact customers an additional time.  Requiring customer contact at the 

time of disconnection can put utility employees in a dangerous situation.  Peoples Gas and North 

Shore employees often receive verbal abuse and/or threats when disconnecting service.  Adding 

a requirement that would require them to spend more time in a potentially dangerous situation is 

an unacceptable risk.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 35-36, lines 781-789) 

 AARP’s and GCI’s claim that field employees provide a safety function by having a face-

to-face encounter with a customer immediately prior to disconnection is erroneous.  While field 

employees are highly trained in the work they do, they are not trained to assess social conditions.  

In this particular situation, they are at the premises to disconnect service; they should do so 

professionally and expeditiously and leave the premises as soon as reasonable in order to 

minimize safety concerns.  (Id., p. 36, lines 793-798)  The potential danger faced by utility 
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workers was acknowledged by the Illinois lawmakers when they enacted legislation amending 

the Criminal Code to increase the criminal penalties for attacking a utility worker.  (720 ILCS 

5/12-2 (a) (19))  During cross-examination by AARP’s counsel as to whether Ms. Laurie 

Karman, Ameren’s witness, had heard stories about situations involving the health and safety of 

the customer being remedied because of an employee in the field identifying a problem at the 

time of disconnection, she provided graphic examples of the threat of violence that AARP’s and 

GCI’s proposal would cause for utility field workers: 

Answer:  Typically no.  Actually, the stories anecdotal or whatever as I come about it are 

typically that—it’s usually the situation where the employee is in a very contentious 

situation where, you know, their health or their safety is the usually the one that’s at risk, 

where there are dogs that are let out on them or, you know, sometimes guns are pulled on 

them or situations of that nature where it’s usually the opposite that you might think.  

(Tr., p. 488, line 18 to p. 489, line 2) 

 

 With respect to GCI’s proposed requirement that utilities attempt telephone contact over 

two different days during day and evening hours, Mr. Robinson testified that the Commission 

Staff’s Proposed Rules provide more than adequate notices and warnings to customers who are 

subject to disconnection of service.  This proposal is simply another example of GCI’s attempts 

at unnecessary micromanagement.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 39, lines 869-871) 

 Peoples Gas and North Shore also object to AARP’s and GCI’s proposals to restrict the 

utility’s ability to disconnect service on evenings, weekends and holidays.  Both the 

Commission’s current rules and the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules contain adequate 

safeguards.  Both allow disconnection during the evening hours or during weekends or holidays, 

only if the utility is prepared to restore service that same day under appropriate circumstances.  

This is a fair balance of the rights of the utility and the protection of the customer.  Moreover, 

some businesses only operate in the evening and/or on weekends.  (Id., p. 39, lines 852-857)  

AARP’s and GCI’s proposed limitations on disconnections should be rejected. 
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I. PROPOSED SECTION 280.140, DISCONNECTION FOR LACK OF 

ACCESS, PROVIDES AN APPROPRIATE REMEDY, INCLUDING 

MANDATORY SAFEGUARDS, FOR A SERIOUS PROBLEM OF 

COLLECTING FOR SERVICE TO MULTI-METERED BUILDINGS; 

THE CITY OF CHICAGO’S RECOMMENDATION TO DELETE THE 

SECTION SHOULD BE REJECTED. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

The Commission Staff added this new section to address difficulties presented by multi-

customer buildings where the utility is unable to gain access to disconnect a customer who is not 

paying, to inspect utility facilities in order to meet regulatory requirements, or to read meters.
12

  

The current rule (which allows access due to inability to gain access to read meters) no longer 

works for utilities which have invested in automated meter reading technology.  In order to 

protect paying customers in a multi-customer building, Proposed Section 280.140 has a series of 

escalating warnings and procedures to help the utility gain access without disconnection.  

Moreover, in the event that disconnection becomes necessary the proposed rule contains 

directives and safeguards that provide for service to be restored on an expedited basis when 

access is gained, as well as providing an inconvenience credit to the paying customers. 

City of Chicago 

 The City of Chicago claims that Proposed Section 280.140 should be deleted.
13

  (City Ex. 

1.0, p. 12, lines 245-246)  In support of its recommendation, Mr. McKenzie makes the following 

arguments.  First, he expresses a concern that the proposed rule would subject Chicago residents 

to dangerous and hazardous conditions.  (City Ex. 1.0, pp. 5-7, lines 88-130)  In this regard, he 

testified that the seasonal restrictions contained in Proposed Section 280.140 did not ease his 

                                                 
12

 This brief will focus on disconnection for lack of access to discontinue service for non-payment because the 

Commission’s current rules (83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.130 (a) (1) (F)) allow for disconnection for inability to 

gain access to read meters and Peoples Gas’ tariff currently allows for disconnection for inability to gain access to 

meet regulatory requirements. 
13

 GCI also recommends deletion of this proposed section but does not offer any rationale.  (GCI Ex. 1.0, p. 30, lines 

805-814) 
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concerns.  (Id., pp. 7-9, lines 135-165)  He also testified that Proposed Section 280.140 would 

strain the City of Chicago’s resources.  (Id., pp. 9-11, lines 181-212)  Mr. McKenzie stated his 

belief that Proposed Section 280.140 would lead to additional litigation between tenants and 

landlords.  (Id.,pp. 11-12 , lines 217-232) 

Commission Staff 

The Commission Staff witnesses rejected the City’s and GCI’s proposals to eliminate this 

proposed section, noting that while it is sympathetic to tenants residing in buildings subject to the 

proposed provision, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.140 creates layers of 

safeguards within the proposed section for this reason.  The Commission Staff also noted that it 

had asked the City, in a data request, if the City were aware of any other options that a utility 

could use to gain access in the situations addressed by the proposed rule and the City could not 

identify any.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 81, lines 1849-1855)   

Peoples Gas/North Shore  

Peoples Gas and North Shore support the Commission’s Staff’s Proposed Section 

280.140, which is a reasonable response to customers who avoid disconnection by refusing 

access to their meter in their building.  Moreover, the proposed section provides appropriate 

protections to other customers in that building.   

In his direct testimony, Mr. Vincent Gaeto (whose testimony was subsequently adopted 

by Mr. Robinson) supported Proposed Section 280.140.  He testified that the proposed new 

section allows utilities to deal with non-paying customers who deny utilities access to their 

equipment in order to prevent disconnection of service.  Under the Commission’s current rules, 

utilities are unable to disconnect such customers from outside their premises, when there are 

other, current accounts in the building.  (PGL/NSG Ex. VG-1.0, p. 11, lines 218-225) 
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While the Commission’s current rules (specifically Section 280.130 (a) (1) (B) permit 

utilities to discontinue service to a customer due to non-payment of the bill, many customers will 

not allow their utilities access to their meters in order to effectuate the discontinuance of service.  

This is a particular problem for Peoples Gas which has approximately 85% of its active meters 

located inside premises.  While it is possible, in some circumstances, to discontinue service to a 

customer from outside the premises; i.e. by disconnecting service at the service pipe or at the 

main, this is not currently permissible in situations in which there are multiple meters inside a 

premises and at least one of these meters is for an account that is not subject to discontinuance of 

service under current Section 280.130 (a) (1) (B).  Therefore, while the Commission’s current 

rules represent an attempt to balance the interests of the utilities and their customers, in general, 

the practical application of the rules, based upon the large number of inside meters, creates a 

problem for Peoples Gas.  (Id., p. 11, lines 228-240) 

Moreover, the problem of discontinuance of service for non-payment to multi-metered 

premises has been exacerbated for Peoples Gas because of its investment in new technology.  

Due to the fact that the vast majority of Peoples Gas’ meters are located inside customers’ 

premises, Peoples Gas made a major investment in new automated meter reading (“AMR”) 

technology.  Approximately 96% of Peoples Gas’ inside meters are equipped with electronic 

reading devices, which allow Peoples Gas to obtain monthly meter readings without gaining 

access to the meter inside the premises.  Peoples Gas’ substantial investment in AMR technology 

allowed it to substantially eliminate the number of estimated bills, which had been a major 

concern of the Commission and Peoples Gas’ customers.  However, the irony of the situation is 

that implementation of AMR technology exacerbated the problem of disconnecting service for 

non-payment to customers with inside meters.  This is because prior to the implementation of 
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AMR technology, Peoples Gas had to gain access to inside meters in order to read meters.  

Failure to gain access for reading the meter would have allowed Peoples Gas to discontinue 

service to customers, who would otherwise not be subject to discontinuance, pursuant to 83 Ill. 

Admin. Code Section 280.130 (a) (1) (F) of the Commission’s current rules:  a customer’s 

service can be discontinued due to the customer’s failure to “provide utility representatives with 

access to the meter after receiving consecutively estimated bills…”  However, with the 

installation of AMR technology, access is not needed for the readings.  In effect, Peoples Gas is 

being penalized because of its substantial investment in AMR technology.  (Id., p. 12, lines 241-

262) 

Mr. Robinson rebutted all of the arguments offered by the City’s witness in support of the 

City’s opposition to Proposed Section 280.140.  In response to Mr. McKenzie’s statement that 

disconnection of service would subject Chicago residents to dangerous and hazardous conditions, 

Mr. Robinson agreed that lack of utility service in the City of Chicago can be hazardous.  

Accordingly, Mr. Robinson testified that this is  why disconnection of service is a last resort for 

utilities and why the Commission’s current rules (and the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules) 

provide many safeguards before utilities can disconnect service; for example, deferred payment 

arrangements, stringent notice requirements, temperature restrictions, and medical certificates.  

(PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 41, lines 911-916) 

Moreover, in addition to the safeguards set forth in the Commission Staff’s Proposed 

Rules that apply to all disconnections of service, Proposed Section 280.140 provides additional 

safeguards to customers in multi-metered buildings subject to disconnection under that proposed 

section.  Customers subject to disconnection under Proposed Section 280.140, who would 

otherwise not be subject to disconnection, would receive many notices under the Commission 
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Staff’s Proposed Rules allowing them to avoid disconnection by providing access.  Beyond 

notices, in the event that disconnection to the building takes place because access has not been 

provided despite the numerous notices, customers would be entitled to an inconvenience credit.  

Moreover, Peoples Gas and North Shore would be prepared to give such customers priority for 

restoration of service once access to the building is provided.  Most significantly, Peoples Gas 

and North Shore would restore service to such customers on the same day that they provide the 

necessary access.  (Id., p. 42, lines 921-930)  During cross-examination, Mr. Robinson confirmed 

that Peoples Gas would not disconnect service to a building pursuant to Proposed Section 

280.140 if it did not have the necessary resources to restore service that same day if access were 

provided.  (Tr. 625-626) 

Mr. Robinson also responded to Mr. McKenzie’s statement that despite the seasonal 

restrictions in Proposed Section 280.140 (disconnections pursuant to that section could only take 

place between April 1 and November 30) he was concerned because that period is not always a 

period of mild weather.  (City Ex. 1.0, pp. 7-8, lines 135-149)  Mr. Robinson agreed that the 

weather in Chicago is not always mild on every day from April 1 through November 30.  

However, the point here is that Proposed Section 280.140 would not allow disconnection during 

the Commission’s “moratorium period”.  Moreover, the current temperature restrictions would 

apply to buildings subject to disconnection pursuant to Proposed Section 280.140 and all of the 

temperatures cited by Mr. McKenzie were higher than those current restrictions.   

In response to Mr. McKenzie’s argument that Proposed Section 280.140 would strain the 

City of Chicago’s resources, Mr. Robinson responded that the purpose of Proposed Section 

280.140 is obviously not to strain the City of Chicago’s resources; it is to provide a reasonable 

mechanism to allow utilities to disconnect service to customers avoiding disconnection by 
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refusing access to their meters, while protecting other customers in the building.  That the City of 

Chicago may incur additional costs is an unfortunate consequence.  However, Mr. McKenzie 

provides no quantification of this consequence.  Section 280.130 of the Commission’s current 

rules has allowed utilities to disconnect service to buildings for failure to allow access to meter 

readings for over 30 years.  Peoples Gas and North Shore submitted a data request to the City of 

Chicago asking if the City experienced these types of expenses due to such disconnections and to 

provide the amount of such expenses for the last five years.  The City of Chicago did not provide 

any information about such expenses. (Id., p. 42, lines 943-953) 

In response to Mr. McKenzie’s claim that Proposed Section 280.140 would lead to 

additional litigation between tenants and landlords, Mr. Robinson responded that there are many 

reasons for litigation between tenants and landlords that have nothing to do with utility service, 

including rent disputes and disputes about the condition of rental property.  Moreover, as stated 

previously, the Commission’s current rules allow utilities to shut off service to a building due to 

lack of access for meter readings.   The City provides no reason to believe that Proposed Section 

280.140, with the safeguards provided by the Commission Staff, such as numerous notices and 

priority restoration of service, is going to have any impact on tenant-landlord litigation. (Id., p. 

43, lines 957-963) 

Moreover, Peoples Gas has experience that indicates that Proposed Section 280.140 can 

be implemented without an undue impact on customers.  Peoples Gas, under the Commission’s 

current rules and Peoples Gas’ current rate schedule, disconnects service to buildings, even 

though there are customers who are not otherwise subject to disconnection in that building, 

where one or more customers in that building have not provided access for necessary regulatory 

work, such as inside safety inspections.  Peoples Gas provides multiple notices before 
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disconnection of service in such buildings and such notices often result in access to the building 

without the need to actually disconnect service.  However, when Peoples Gas has had to 

disconnect service in such situations due to lack of access, Peoples Gas’ experience is that 

customers will quickly contact Peoples Gas to provide access and get service restored.  As is the 

case with disconnections under Proposed Section 280.140, Peoples Gas provides priority 

restoration service to customers in a building that has been disconnected for lack of access to 

perform necessary regulatory work, such as inside safety inspections; Proposed Section 280.140 

should operate similarly. (Id., p. 44, lines 966-978) 

J. THE COMMISSION STAFF’S PROPOSED SECTION 280.170, TIMELY 

RECONNECTION OF SERVICE, CONTAINS REASONABLE 

PROVISIONS FOR RECONNECTION OF SERVICE; AARP’S AND 

GCI’S PROPOSED REVISIONS ARE ONE-SIDED AND SHOULD BE 

REJECTED. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

 The Commission’s current rules have no deadline for reconnection of service. The 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules set forth reasonable timeliness standards—generally four 

calendar days for electric utilities and seven calendar days for gas utilities.
14

  In addition, there is 

an exception when a utility can demonstrate unforeseen circumstances beyond the utilities’ 

control.   

1. The time limits established for reconnection of service in Proposed 

Subsection 280.170 (b) are appropriate; recommendations to severely 

shorten those limits are unrealistic and unworkable. 

AARP  

 AARP proposes to revise Proposed Subsection 280.170 (b) to require electric utilities to 

restore service within one business day and gas utilities to restore service within two business 

                                                 
14

 The timeliness standard is one business day for customers using medical certificates for service restoration and for 

customers who were disconnected in error.  (Proposed Section 280.170 (b)) 
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days.  In support of its proposal, AARP’s witness states his belief that it is too long to ask 

customers to wait up to four days for electric service and up to seven days for gas service, noting 

that lack of utility service creates health and safety issues.  (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 11, line 19 to p. 

12, line 2)   

GCI  

 Like  AARP, GCI also proposes to accelerate the timeline for reconnection of gas service.  

GCI proposes that Proposed Subsection 280.170 (b) be revised to require utilities to reconnect 

service within 48 hours after the customer has remedied the cause of the disconnection of 

service.
15

  (GCI Ex. 5.1, p. 55)  In support of its proposal, GCI claims that the four days for 

reconnection allowed for electric utilities is “very lengthy” and not typical of rules in certain 

unidentified states which allow two days or 48 hours for reconnection of service.  (GCI Ex. 1.0, 

p. 39, lines 1048-1052)   

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff rejected the proposals of AARP and GCI to shorten the number of 

days required for reconnection of service, noting that their arguments in support of their 

proposals were the same as those expressed regarding the timelines established by the 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.30.  Consequently, the Commission Staff’s responses 

are identical to their responses rejecting AARP’s and GCI’s proposals with respect to Proposed 

Section 280.30, relating to activation of service.  Staff concluded that its “proposed timelines are 

fair and should remain in the final rule”.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 86, lines 1961-1974) 

                                                 
15

 Initially, GCI also proposed to require utilities to offer same day reconnection for an additional fee (GCI Ex. 1.0, 

pp. 39-40, lines 1058-1060), but apparently GCI dropped this proposal. 
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Peoples Gas/North Shore 

As explained previously in this Initial Brief in addressing similar recommendations of 

GCI and AARP with respect to Proposed Section 280.30, regarding activation of service for new 

customers, there are times of the year when even meeting the seven day standard set forth in the 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules that will be problematic for reconnection of service to 

disconnected customers.  However, the timelines set forth in the Commission Staff’s Proposed 

Rules are reasonable.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, pp. 47-48, lines 1050-1052) 

2. Proposed Subsection 280.170 (f) provides an appropriate  exception 

for temporary unanticipated circumstances; GCI’s recommendation 

to eliminate tha exception is inappropriate and should be rejected. 

GCI  

GCI proposes that the exception for temporary unanticipated overload, set forth in 

Subsection 280.170 (f) be eliminated.  In support of its proposal, Ms. Marcelin-Reme states her 

belief that the wording is “much too broad” and could be interpreted to include circumstances 

that are within the control of the utility such as staffing up during peak hours or seasonal periods.  

(GCI Ex. 2.0, p. 20, lines 510-517) 

Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff rejected GCI’s proposal; Proposed Subsection 280.170 (f) was 

retained in the Staff’s final proposed rules.  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, Attachment A, page 51)  

Basically, the arguments the Commission used to add a temporary exception for unforeseen 

circumstances to Proposed Section 280.30, addressing activation of new service, support 

retention of the similar provision in Proposed Section 280.170. 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

Peoples Gas and North Shore disagree with GCI’s proposal to eliminate the exception for 

temporary unanticipated overload.  This is a very limited exception and the Commission Staff 
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has made it clear that it’s only for extreme circumstances, such as ice storms.  The exception 

should not be deleted.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 48, lines 1059-1060) 

K. PROPOSED SECTION 280.210, PAYMENT AVOIDANCE BY 

LOCATION (PAL), IS A REASONABLE SOLUTION TO A REAL 

PROBLEM AND SHOULD BE ADOPTED. 

Commission Staff 

 In its surrebuttal testimony, the Commission Staff offered a revised version of Proposed 

Section 280.210, stating that the previous version was too complicated and would accomplish 

very little as written.  The Commission Staff eliminated the denial of service remedy from the 

PAL section and, accordingly, made the standards to require a deposit under that section 

simplified and less rigorous:  proof of PAL is co-habitation of the former customer and the new 

applicant during both the accrual of the former customer’s debt and the new application for 

service.  For this, a single remedy is proposed by the Commission Staff—a refundable deposit 

that must be paid in full before service is granted to the new applicant.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 21-22; 

lines 476-496) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

 Mr. Robinson stated at the June 9, 2011 hearing in this proceeding that Peoples Gas and 

North Shore accept the Commission Staff’s revised version of Proposed Section 280.210, as 

described in the Commission Staff’s surrebuttal testimony.  (Tr., p. 590) 

Utilities 

 Ameren, ComEd, Nicor Gas, MEC, and IAWC (with some minor modifications) also 

accepted Staff’s revised version of Proposed Section 280.210, as described in the Commission 

Staff’s Surrebuttal Testimony.
16

 

                                                 
16

 See the Commission Staff’s “Template” for 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 280, filed on edocket on June 8, 2011, pages 

143-148).  Note that the non-utilities did not indicate any objection to that section as revised. 
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Non-Utilities 

 No party opposed Proposed Section 280.210, as modified by the Commission Staff. 

L. WITH ONE MODIFICATION, PROPOSED SECTION 280.220, UTILITY 

COMPLAINT PROCESS, IS REASONABLE AND SHOULD BE 

ADOPTED. 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

Proposed Section 280.220 sets forth the Commission Staff’s proposed rule for the 

handling of complaints by utilities.  Peoples Gas and North Shore support that proposed rule, 

with one exception, the requirement in Subsection 280.220 (i) that all customer complaints must 

be assigned a complaint number. 

1. The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules continue the current rules’ 

requirement of a utility response to a complaint in 14 days; GCI’S 

recommendation to revise Proposed Subsection 280.220 (e), Customer 

Complaint Timeline, to shorten the utility response time to seven days 

is unreasonable and should be rejcted. 

GCI 

 GCI recommends that Proposed Subsection 280.220 (e) be revised to require utilities to 

respond to complaints in 7 days, rather than 14 days, as provided in the proposed rule.    In 

support of this recommendation, GCI’s witness Ms. Alexander offers her opinion that this is not 

a reasonable time period for a utility to respond to a complaint, unless the utility can document 

that additional time is needed to respond to a particularly complicated set of facts or historical 

information must be accessed to properly respond to the customer.  She also asserts that a seven-

day time period is in the utility’s interest as well because the utility cannot pursue collection of 

any disputed amount until the complaint is resolved.  (GCI Ex. 1.0, p. 40, lines 1061-1079) 

Commission Staff 

 While Staff agrees with GCI that utilities are motivated to respond quickly to complaints 

so they can proceed with their collection efforts and that most complaints would most likely be 
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resolved in a significantly shorter time frame than 14 days, the Commission Staff rejects GCI’s 

recommendation.  The Commission Staff witnesses testified that the time limits set both in the 

current Part 280 (which is also 14 days) and the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules are not 

averages, but maximum time limits for each individual complaint and that the Commission Staff 

is equally concerned about quality and efficiency.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 90, lines 2052-2062) 

Peoples Gas/North Shore 

Peoples Gas and North Shore disagree with GCI’s recommendation.  The Commission’s 

current rules, as well as the Commission Staff’s proposed rules, allow a utility 14 days to 

respond to a customer’s complaint.  This 14 day time frame continues to work and Ms. 

Alexander offers no valid reason to alter it.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 52, lines 1144-1146) 

2. Proposed Subsection 280.220 (i), Appeal to Supervisor, should be 

revised to eliminate the requirement of a separate tracking system. 

Peoples Gas/North Shore  

Peoples Gas and North Shore object to the requirement that utilities assign a complaint 

number to all complaints.  The Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, without this revision 

proposed by GCI and accepted by the Commission Staff, provide an appropriate process for the 

handling of customer complaints to the utility.  The requirement is simply not necessary and 

would result in utilities having to create an official docketing system, an expense which does not 

appear to have any significant benefit.  Moreover, a single complaint could have several parts 

and create multiple complaint numbers for the same customer/premise.  This suggestion is 

another example of micromanagement which should not have been accepted by the Commission 

Staff and which should be rejected by the Commission.  (PGL/NSG Ex. JR-2.0, p. 52, lines 

1156-1162) 
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Commission Staff 

 The Commission Staff did not accept Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s recommendation.  

Staff continues to believe that the best way to properly track consumer complaints is a system 

that assigns each actual complaint its own entry.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 23, lines 520-522) 

IV. UTILITIES SHOULD BE GIVEN 18-24 MONTHS TO IMPLEMENT THE 

RULES ADOPTED IN THIS PROCEEDING. 

Peoples Gas and North Shore prepared an estimate of the time it would take to implement 

fully the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules.  Due to the need for extensive programming, as 

well as the hiring and training of additional personnel, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend 

that the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules be implemented over a period of 18-24 months after 

final rules are adopted by the Commission.  (PGL/NSG Ex. VG-1.0, p. 16, lines 349-353) 

Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that the final rules be phased in over this 18-24 

month period. There may be certain provisions in the proposed rules that are easier to implement 

than other provisions, for example, that may require little or no programming and little additional 

training of existing personnel.  Utilities should not have to wait the maximum time period before 

implementing such rule changes.  (Id., p. 17, lines 355-358) 

On the other hand, there are many other new or revised provisions of the Commission 

Staff’s Proposed Rules that would require extensive programming and/or hiring and training of 

employees.  Furthermore, given the extensive changes to the current rules reflected in the 

Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, only time and experience will tell how quickly each change 

can be implemented.  Thus, Peoples Gas and North Shore propose that utilities be given the 

authority to implement individual provisions of the rules as soon as they are able, but in no more 

than 18-24 months from the date the Commission adopts final rules in this proceeding.  Finally, 

the 18-24 month estimate is based on the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules.  To the extent that 
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the final rules adopted by the Commission in this proceeding differ from those proposed rules, 

then the range of 18-24 months for implementation may be impacted.  (Id., p. 17, lines 359-369)   

All of the utilities agreed that a reasonable time, in the range of 18-24 months, would be 

necessary to implement the rules.  Mr. Joseph Solari, on behalf of Ameren, testified that it would 

take Ameren approximately 18-24 months to implement the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules.  

(Ameren Ex. 2.0, pp. 6-7, lines 118-138)  ComEd’s witness, Mr. Charles Walls, testified that the 

Commission should allow 24 months for implementation.  (ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 16, lines 330-343)  

Mid-American’s witness, Ms. Gretta Knight, testified that it would take 24 months to make the 

system changes necessary to implement the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules.  (MEC Ex. 1.0, 

p. 35, lines 781-783)  Ms. Margaret Felts, on behalf of Mt. Carmel, recommended a 24-36 month 

phase-in period, assuming the Commission accepted Mt. Carmel’s recommended changes to the 

Proposed Rules, and 24-48 months, if those changes were not accepted.  (Mt. Carmel Ex. 1.0, pp. 

14-15, lines 255-271)  Nicor Gas’ witness, Ms. Sharon Grove, testified that it would take 18-24 

months to make all of the IT and process changes; she recommended that the new Part 280 

become effective 24 months after the new rule is approved and made final.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 

pp. 8-9, lines 164-188) 

V. CONCLUSION 

Peoples Gas and North Shore commend the Commission Staff for its consistent efforts to 

develop a rule that is fair, reasonable, and balanced.  With the relatively minor modifications set 

forth in Attachment A and explained in this Initial Brief, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

should be adopted.   

Specifically, the following changes should be made to the Commission Staff’s Proposed 

Rules. 
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First, Section 280.30, Application, should be modified to allow utilities the right to 

decide one form of ID and that should be a state or federal issued picture ID.    

Second, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend two modifications to Proposed Section 

280.110, Refunds and Credits.  Proposed Subsection 280.110 (d) should be revised to provide 

that utilities should only be required to pay interest when an overpayment is the result of utility 

error.  Proposed Subsection 280.110 (c) should also be revised to replace the requirement that a 

utility refund, as oppose to credit, an overpayment so long as the overpayment exceeds 25% of 

the customer’s average monthly bill with a requirement that such a refund occur only when the 

overpayment credit amount exceeds 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill.   

Third, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend one change to Proposed Section 

280.120, Deferred Payment Arrangements, revising it to allow customers to be eligible for a 

deferred payment arrangement only up to the day of scheduled utility disconnection.   

Fourth, Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Section 280.40 (e) (1) (A) be 

revised to allow a utility to impose a deposit when a customer has paid less than the billed 

amount three times in the past 12 months. 

Fifth, Peoples Gas and North Shore object to the requirement, contained in Proposed 

Section 280.220, Utility Complaint Process, that utilities assign a complaint number to all 

complaints. 

Other parties, notably AARP and the Governmental and Consumer Intervenors (“GCI”) 

have proposed wholesale and massive changes to the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules, 

changes which effectively destroy the balance achieved by the Commission Staff.  Those 

proposals, largely based on personal opinion without substantive evidence and relying heavily on 

rules from other jurisdictions, should be rejected in order to maintain balanced rules.  
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 The following proposed revisions to the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules should be 

rejected. 

First, the Commission Staff properly added a new section, Proposed Section 280.140, 

Disconnection for Lack of Access, to address difficulties presented by multi-customer buildings 

where the utility is unable to gain access to disconnect a customer who is not paying.  The City 

of Chicago’s proposal to delete the section is without merit and should be rejected.   

Second, Proposed Section 280.40, Deposits, of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

retains the provision that allows utilities to impose deposits based on credit scoring.  AARP’s 

and GCI’s recommendation to eliminate utilities’ ability to use credit scoring to impose deposits 

should be rejected.   

Third, Proposed Section 280.40 of the Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules eliminates the 

current Part 280’s exemption of persons who have been customers for at least two years from the 

imposition of deposits.  GCI’s proposal to restore that exemption is without merit and should not 

be accepted. 

Fourth, GCI’s proposal to the proposed recommendations of AARP and GCI to seriously 

limit the timeline for activation of service and reconnection of service, respectively found in 

Proposed Sections 280.30 and 280.170, should be rejected.  Similarly, GCI’s recommendation to 

remove the temporary exception to the Commission Staff’s timelines for activation and 

reconnection when a utility can demonstrate unforeseen circumstances to the Commission’s 

Consumer Services Division is inappropriate and should be rejected. 

Fifth, AARP’s and GCI’s proposal to revise the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 

280.60, Payment, to prohibit charging customers additional fees associated with certain payment 
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methods chosen by the customer for the customer’s own convenience, such as payment by credit 

card or debit card, violates principles of cost causation and should be rejected.   

Sixth, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.90, Estimated Bills, provides a fair 

balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their customers.  GCI’s proposal, made as 

part of its surrebuttal testimony, to eliminate virtually all of the Commission Staff’s Proposed 

Section 280.90 and replace it with a Missouri rule is without merit and should be rejected. 

Seventh, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.120, Deferred Payment 

Arrangements, provides fair balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their 

customers.  AARP’s and GCI’s proposals to require utilities to adopt individualized deferred 

payment arrangements are unrealistic and were properly rejected by the Commission Staff.  

Eighth, the Commission Staff’s Proposed Section 280.130, Disconnection of Service, 

provides a fair balance between the interests of the utilities and all of their customers.  AARP’s 

and GCI’s proposals to modify Staff’s proposal, particularly their support for a “knock at the 

door requirement” that the Commission Staff found to be outdated, impractical, and unsafe for 

the utility worker should be rejected. 

Ninth, the Commission should reject GCI’s proposal to modify Section 280.110, Refunds 

and Credits, to require a utility to issue a refund based on the records of whichever party has the 

oldest billing records.   

Tenth, GCI’s recommendation that Proposed Section 280.220, Utility Complaint Process, be 

revised to require utilities to respond to complaints in 7 days rather than 14 days, is unrealistic 

and should be rejected.
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Eleventh, suggested revisions to Proposed Section 280.05 are unnecessary and should be 

rejected. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/GERARD T. FOX 

      Gerard T. Fox 

      An Attorney for The Peoples Gas Light and 

      Coke Company and North Shore Gas Company 
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Ill. C. C. Docket 06-0703 

PGL/NSG Initial Brief 

Attachment A 

 

Peoples Gas’ and North Shore’s Proposed Changes to Commission Staff’s Proposed Rules 

 

Section Rationale and Proposed Change 

 

280.30 (d)   Subsection 280.30 (d) (1) should be modified to allow utilities to choose one 

form of ID, which must be a federal or state issued photo ID. 

 

With this modification Subsection 280.30 (d) (1) would read:   

“Positive identification (ID) of applicants may be required by two forms of ID, 

one of which must be a federal or state issued photo ID, and one of the following 

to be chosen by the applicant including but not limited to any of the following”.  

With that modification, Proposed Subsection 280.30 (d) (2) needs to be modified 

by replacing “forms” with “remaining form” in the first sentence:  “The applicant 

shall have the opportunity to choose which forms remaining form of identification 

to provide from the available list.” 

 

280.40 (e)  Subsection 280.40 (e) (1) (A) should be revised to allow a utility to impose a 

deposit on a customer in an additional instance—when that customer has paid less 

than the billed amount three times in a 12-month period.   

 

With this modification, Section 280.40 (e) (1) would read:  “The customer has 

paid late four times or paid less than the billed amount three times in the past 12 

months.”  

 

  

280.110 (c)  Proposed Subsection 280.110 (c) (2) should be revised to replace the requirement 

that a utility refund, as oppose to credit, an overpayment as long as the 

overpayment exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill with a 

requirement that such a refund occur only when the overpayment exceeds 125% 

of the customer’s average monthly bill.   

 

To accomplish this, the proposed language should be revised as follows:  “If the 

customer requests that the money overpaid be refunded to him/her, then the utility 

shall be obligated to do so as long as the overpayment credit amount exceeds 

25125% of the customer’s average monthly bill.” 

 

280.110 (d) Peoples Gas and North Shore recommend that Proposed Section 280.110 (d) be 

revised to provide that utilities should only be required to pay interest when an 

overpayment is the result of utility error.   

 

To accomplish this, the heading of Subsection 280.110 (d) would be revised to 

read “Interest on refunds and credits due to utility error”.  The first sentence 
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would be revised to read:  “All refunds and credits due to utility error shall be 

accompanied with interest calculated at the rates set by the Commission for 

customer deposits.”   

 

 

280.120 (b) Proposed Subsection 280.120 (b) (1) (B) should be revised to allow customers to 

be eligible for a DPA only up to the “day of scheduled utility disconnection” in 

order to clear up any timing confusion that might arise between field scheduling 

and actual order updating.   

  

With this revision, Proposed Subsection 280.120 (b) (1) (B) would read:  “A 

customer who is eligible for a DPA under this subsection shall remain fully 

eligible until the day of scheduled utility disconnection utility service is 

disconnected.” 

  

 

 

280.220 The requirement that all customer complaints be assigned a complaint number is 

unnecessary and should be deleted. 

 

Section 280.220 (j) should be revised as follows: 

Delete Subsection 280.220 (j):  “All customer complaints must be assigned a 

complaint number which is retained by the utility for a period of two years.”  
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